Earth’s Origins By Lorelai

Long ago, before Earth was alive, there lived grotesque alien creatures on other planets. One day, the aliens on Neptune ran out of food. They begged Neptune to create more food, but he could not make more animals, so instead he made crops grow on his surface. But the aliens were carnivores, so, of course, they could not eat that garbage. So, they protested until Neptune finally gave in and said “I would like to help, I really would, but I can’t create new animals. What would you like me to do?”

The aliens replied and said “Get the Lord of the Galaxy.” Neptune did as they asked and called for the Lord of the Galaxy (A.K.A Blorg). Finally, when she arrived, the aliens stated their needs. “We need more food!”

“Well I can’t just create more animals! It would ruin the economy!”

The aliens knew she was very wise and they should listen to her. Still they could not go without food! They kept protesting but Blorg remained obstinate.

Finally, the king of the aliens, Leaf, said “I know what to do. We will torture her until she gives in!”

The aliens thought this plan was great. So they kidnapped and tortured Blorg until she finally said “Alright!!! I will create food for you if you stop torturing me!”

With that, she was let go, and, keeping her word, she created new food: humans. But before she left, she looked back with anger in her eyes and said one final remark.”This will be your downfall. So don’t come whining to me about how I didn’t warn you, because I did.”

Humans for food worked out for about the first week, then something terrible happened. Humans started to revolt and pollute Neptune. Everything was crumbling. The aliens realized Blorg was right; the planet was falling apart. They were not going to go whining and crying to her like a bunch of little babies, so they were going to try to solve the problem themselves.

Finally, after exactly two weeks and three days, an alien said “I Know! We’ll give them to the other planets as a “generous gift”!” With that, everyone cheered.

The next day, the aliens on Neptune gave humans to the aliens on Uranus. They, of course, did not want them either. Humans were passed from planet to planet until they finally gave up and went to the Lord of the Galaxy.

She gave an eye roll and said “Fine, I will help you.” Then, she called for two asteroids and they arrived within the day. “I know this might be hard but I am asking you to give up your lives and crash together and create a new planet.”

They were very reluctant but did as they were told.

CRASH!

Once they collided, the Lord of the Galaxy picked up the new planet as though handling a baseball. “We shall call it Earth,” she said “and it will be the third planet from the sun.

Everything we don’t want will be put there.”

All the aliens cheered with delight.

Ever since, Earth has been a garbage can for everything the other planets did not want.
NO HUMANS ALLOWED ON NEPTUNE!
TRASH CAN